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Abstract
An antichain of subsets is a set of subsets such that no subset in the antichain
is a proper subset of any other subset in the antichain. The Dedekind number
counts the total number of antichains of subsets of an n-element set. This
paper investigates the interval structure of the lattice of antichains. Several
partitioning theorems and counting formulas for the size of intervals are derived.
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1. Introduction
The Dedekind number, Mpnq, counts the total number of antichains of sub-
sets of an n-element set, or equivalently, the number of monotonic Boolean
functions on n variables [6, 10, 12]. An antichain of subsets is a set of subsets
such that no subset in the antichain is a proper subset of any other subset in
the antichain. This collection of antichains forms a distributive lattice with the
partial order for antichains, along with the join and meet operators, all defined
in Section 2.
In 1969, Kleitman [9] obtained an upper bound for logpMpnqq, which was
improved by Kleitman and Markowsky [10] in 1975. In 1981, Korshunov [11]
used a sophisticated approach to give asymptotics for the Dedekind number
itself. In 2001, Kahn [8] gave a simpler proof of the bound by Kleitman and
Markowsky in [10].
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Finding a closed-form expression for Mpnq, known as Dedekind”s Problem,
has proven to be extremely difficult. Exact values have been found only for
n ď 8 [2, 3, 14, 15]. This is sequence A000372 in Sloane’s Online Encyclope-
dia of Integer Sequences [12]. Recent attempts to improve the computational
time are described in [1, 7]. A related problem is counting the number of in-
equivalent antichains (i.e. antichains that do not transform in one another by a
permutation of the elements) and a recent result was obtained in [13].
In this paper we investigate the interval structure of the lattice of antichains.
Intervals of antichains are defined according to their partial order. We derive
several partitioning theorems and counting formulas to compute the size of
general intervals.
In addition to the basic definitions, notations, and conventions, Section 2
includes an efficient characterization of the join and meet operators, and intro-
duces a new operator, the direct product of two antichains.
Intervals of antichains are introduced in Section 3, and a key element of
our counting strategy - the underlying poset of an interval - is introduced. We
give a complete characterization of such an underlying poset, and illustrate its
relationship to the interval structure.
Section 4 presents various decomposition properties of sets and intervals of
antichains. We show when an interval can be expressed as a direct join of two
other intervals, and how an antichain on a given set can lead to a partition of
the interval of all antichains on that set. The set of all antichains on a finite set
can be partitioned into intervals using the direct product introduced in Section
2.
In Section 5, the size of the sets in antichains are used to find new decompo-
sitions. The concept of a uniform antichain is introduced referring to antichains
where all of its subsets have the same size. We derive a unique, nontrivial, de-
composition of an antichain into uniform antichains. This decomposition is the
basis for the partition theorems that lead to compact formulas for the number
of antichains in an interval.
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2. Preliminaries
Definition A set of subsets of a finite set is called an antichain if no two
distinct subsets are comparable, i.e., neither is a subset of the other. We will
use lower-case Greek letters to denote the antichains.
Notation • If S Ă N “ t1, 2, . . . , nu, then the complete set of antichains
in S, denoted by AS , is given by
AS “ tα Ď 2S|@X,Y P α,X ­“ Y ñ X Ę Y and Y Ę Xu
We will use An ” AN interchangeably.
• We denote the empty antichain tu by K, and the largest antichain tNu by
J.
Definition AS is a partially ordered set (poset), where the partial order ď for
any α, β P AS is given by
α ď β ô @A P α, DB P β,A Ď B
Remark Throughout this paper, set relations and operators are used in dif-
ferent contexts. For example, in the definition of the partial order ď, given
above, set inclusion is applied to the individual elements of antichains, i.e., to
subsets of S. Elsewhere, set inclusion is applied to the antichains themselves.
In particular, α Ď β means that each subset in α is a subset in the antichain β.
Thus, α Ď β ñ α ď β, but the converse is false. For example, if α “ tt1uu and
β “ tt1, 2uu, then α ď β but α Ę β.
Definition Any two posets pP1,ď1q and pP2,ď2q are said to be isomorphic,
denoted pP1,ď1q – pP2,ď2q, if there exists an order-preserving bijection f, P1 Ñ
P2, i.e., @x, y P P1 : x ď1 y ô fpxq ď2 fpyq
Proposition 2.1. If S1, S2 Ď t1, 2, . . . , nu are of equal size, then pAS1 ,ďq –
pAS2 ,ďq, where ď is the partial order for antichains.
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Proof Let f : S1 Ñ S2 be any bijection. Clearly, for all A,B Ď S1, A Ď B ô
fpAq Ď fpBq. It follows that the mapping fˆ , given by fˆptX1, X2, . . . , Xtuq “
tfpX1q, fpX2q, . . . , fpXnqu maps antichains in AS1 to antichains in AS2 . It
remains to show that fˆ preserves the antichain partial order ď. That is, we
must show @α, β P AS1 , α ď β ô fˆpαq ď fˆpβq. Suppose α ď β for α, β P AS1 ,
and let Y P fˆpαq. By definition of fˆ , Y “ fpXq for some X P α. Since α ď β,
X Ď W for some W P β, and thus, Y “ fpXq Ď fpW q P fˆpβq, which shows
fˆpαq ď fˆpβq. A similar argument establishes the converse, which completes the
proof. 
Definition Let α and β be two antichains in AN .
• The join of α and β, denoted α_ β, is the smallest antichain γ such that
α ď γ and β ď γ.
• The meet of α and β, denoted α^ β, is the largest antichain γ such that
γ ď α and γ ď β.
Definition Let S Ď 2N be any collection of subsets of N . The maximum
antichain in S, denotedmaxACpSq, is the antichain that results from removing
from S all sets that are proper subsets of some set in S. That is,
maxACpSq “ S ´ tA P S|A Ĺ B, for some B P Su
Proposition 2.2. For any two antichains α and β,
(i) α_ β “ maxACpα Y βq
(ii) α^ β “ maxACptA XB|A P α,B P βuq
Proof The two sets of inequalities,maxACpαYβq ě α andmaxACpαYβq ě β,
follow directly from the definitions. Thus, it remains to show thatmaxACpαYβq
is the smallest antichain satisfying its two inequalities, and maxACptAXB|A P
α and B P βuq is the largest antichain satisfying its two inequalities.
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(i) Suppose γ is any antichain such that γ ě α and γ ě β, and let X P
maxACpα Y βq. Then X P α or X P β, and in either case, X Ď Y for
some Y P γ, which shows maxACpα Y βq ď γ.
(ii) Now suppose γ is any antichain such that γ ď α and γ ď β, and let
X P γ. Then X Ď Y for some Y P α and X Ď Z for some Z P β,
and hence, X Ď Y X Z. By definition of the max operator, we have
Y X Z Ď W for some W P maxACptA X B|A P α and B P βuq, which
shows that γ ď maxACptA XB|A P α and B P βuq.
This completes the proof. 
Observe that for any two antichains, α and β, αXβ is an antichain, and αXβ ď
α^ β, whereas, αY β is not necessarily an antichain.
Notation For any antichain α, we use Yα to denote YXPαX .
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of the definitions.
Parts (i) and (ii) establish that pAN ,^,_q is a distributive lattice.
Proposition 2.3. For any antichains α, β, γ P AN ,
(i) α^ pβ _ γq “ pα^ βq _ pα^ γq
(ii) α_ pβ ^ γq “ pα_ βq ^ pα_ γq
(iii) α ď β ùñ pα^ γq ď pβ ^ γq
We end this section by introducing a new operator which will show very
powerful. It will be used later on, a.o., in Proposition 3.8 and most importantly
for decomposition in Theorem 4.9.
Definition Let α and β be two antichains satisfying pYαq X pYβq “ H. The
direct product αb β is the antichain given by
αb β “ tAYB|A P α,B P βu
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3. Intervals of Antichains
Definition For α, β P AN , the (closed) interval from α to β is defined by
rα, βs “ tχ P AN |α ď χ ď βu. α and β are called the bottom and top of the
interval. The half-open and open intervals, pα, βs, rα, βq, and pα, βq use strict
inequalities, accordingly.
Observe that rα, βs ­“ H if and only if α ď β. Moreover, if χ1, χ2 P rα, βs,
then χ1 ^ χ2 P rα, βs and χ1 _ χ2 P rα, βs.
The next two propositions are also immediate consequences of the definitions.
Proposition 3.1. For any four antichains α1, α2, β1, β2,
rα1, β1s X rα2, β2s “ rα1 _ α2, β1 ^ β2s.
Proposition 3.2. For α ď β, the mapping hrα,βs : AN Ñ rα, βs defined by
hrα,βspχq “ α_pχ^βq is a lattice homomorphism. That is, for any χ1, χ2 P AN ,
hrα,βspχ1 _ χ2q “ hrα,βspχ1q _ hrα,βspχ2q
hrα,βspχ1 ^ χ2q “ hrα,βspχ1q ^ hrα,βspχ2q
Definition Let α, β P AN be two antichains with α ď β.
• The underlying poset of the interval I “ rα, βs, denoted PI or
Prα,βs, is the poset of subsets of N under set inclusion given by Prα,βs “
tX Ď N |α _ tXu P pα, βsu or, equivalently, Prα,βs “ tX Ď N |tXu ­ď
α and tXu ď βsu.
• For a set of sets, S Ď 2N , the poset pS,Ďq spans the interval rα, βs if
for each antichain γ P rα, βs, there exists an antichain γ1 Ď S such that
γ “ α_ γ1.
• A poset pS,Ďq is called an interval poset if there exists an interval rα, βs
for some α, β P AN such that S “ Prα,βs and the interval spanned by an
interval poset pS,Ďq, is denoted by IS , and hence S “ PIS
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Remark When referring to the poset S under set inclusion, we will not distin-
guish between S and pS,Ďq.
Proposition 3.3. Prα,βs spans the interval rα, βs.
Proof Let γ P rα, βs. The result is trivially true if γ “ α, by letting γ1 “ K.
Assume that γ ą α, and let γ1 “ γ´α. Since γ1 is an antichain and γ “ α_ γ1,
it suffices to show that γ1 Ď Prα,βs. Let X P γ1, and consider the antichain
α _ tXu. If α _ tXu “ α, then tXu ď α. But X R α ùñ DA P α such that
X Ĺ A. Moreover, α ď γ ùñ DC P γ such that A Ď C ùñ X Ĺ A Ď C,
which would contradict the antichain property of γ (X,C P γ, with X ‰ C,
X ‰ H, but X Ă C). Thus, α _ tXu ą α, and hence, X P Prα,βs, which
completes the proof. 
Corollary 3.4. The poset of all subsets of N , p2N ,Ďq, spans AN .
Proof p2N ,Ďq “ PrK,Js spans rK,Js “ AN . 
Definition For X Ď N , the antichain of immediate subsets of X, denoted
predpXq, is given by
predpXq “ tX ´ txu|x P Xu
The following theorem characterizes interval posets and shows how to com-
pute the bottom and top of their spanned intervals.
Theorem 3.5. A collection of subsets S Ď 2N is an interval poset if and only
if
r˚s @A1, A2 P S,@C Ď N,A1 Ď C Ď A2 ñ C P S
Moreover, if S is an interval poset, then the interval it spans is
IS “ r
ł
XPS
pppredpXqq ´ Sq,
ł
XPS
tXus
Proof (ùñ) Suppose IS “ r
Ž
XPSpppredpXqq´Sq,
Ž
XPStXus, or equivalently,
S “ PrŽ
XPSpppredpXqq´Sq,
Ž
XPStXus
. To show that the condition [*] holds, let
A1 Ď C Ď A2 where A1, A2 P S and C Ď N . We must show C P S. Since
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A1 P S, tA1u ­ď
Ž
XPSpppredpXqq ´ Sq. But A1 Ď C ùñ tA1u ď tCu, and
hence, tCu ­ď
Ž
XPSpppredpXqq ´ Sq. Since A2 P S and C Ď A2, we have
tCu ď tA2u ď
Ž
XPStXu, and hence, C P S, which shows that the condition [*]
holds.
(ðù) Suppose that the condition [*] holds. We must show
S “ PrŽXPSpppredpXqq´Sq,ŽXPStXus
(Ď) Let A P S. We have tAu ď
Ž
XPStXu, and it remains to show tAu ­ďŽ
XPSpppredpXqq ´ Sq. If tAu ď
Ž
XPSpppredpXqq ´ Sq, then A Ď B for some
B P
Ž
XPSpppredpXqq ´ Sq. Thus, B “ X ´ txu R S for some X P S. But the
condition implies that B P S since A Ď B Ď X . This contradiction completes
the proof that S Ď PrŽ
XPSpppredpXqq´Sq,
Ž
XPStXus
.
(Ě) Let C P PrŽ
XPSpppredpXqq´Sq,
Ž
XPStXus
. We must show C P S.
Since tCu ď
Ž
XPStXu, C Ď D for some D P
Ž
XPStXu, and by definition
of the join, D P S. Thus, C Ď X for at least one X P S. Among all such
X , let B be a minimal one. If C “ B, then C P S. Otherwise, C Ď B ´
tbu for some b P B. By the minimality of B, B ´ tbu R S and B ´ tbu P
ppredpbq ´ Sq. Thus, tCu ď
Ž
XPSpppredpXqq ´ Sq. By definition, no element
C P PrŽ
XPSpppredpXqq´Sq,
Ž
XPStXus
can satisfy C ď
Ž
XPSpppredpXqq ´ Sq, and
hence, we have reached a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 3.6 shows how to remove specific elements from the universe without
changing the structure of the interval poset.
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that S is a poset for which there exists a set A such that
A Ď X for all X P S. Then the poset tX ´A|X P Su is isomorphic to S.
Proof The mapping f : S Ñ tX´A|X P Su, given by fpXq “ X´A, is easily
shown to be an order-preserving bijection. 
Proposition 3.7. If S1 and S2 are isomorphic posets, then the intervals they
span are isomorphic. That is, IS1 – IS2 .
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Proof By Theorem 3.5, ISi “ r
Ž
XPSi
pppredpXqq ´ Siq,
Ž
XPSi
tXus, i “ 1, 2.
Let f : S1 Ñ S2 be an order-preserving bijection. For each χ P IS1 , we have
χ “ r
Ž
XPS1
pppredpXqq ´ S1qs _ χ1 for some antichain χ1 Ď S1. Consider the
mapping fˆ : IS1 Ñ IS2 given by
fˆpχq “ r
ł
XPS2
pppredpXqq ´ S2qs _ fpχ1q
fˆ is easily shown to be order preserving. To show fˆ is a bijection, suppose
fˆpχq “ fˆpγq for χ, γ P IS1 . Then
r
ł
XPS2
pppredpXqq ´ S2qs _ fpχ1q “ r
ł
XPS2
pppredpXqq ´ S2qs _ fpγ1q
where χ1, γ1 P S1 . We must show that χ “ γ, i.e.,
r
ł
XPS1
pppredpXqq ´ S1qs _ χ1q “ r
ł
XPS1
pppredpXqq ´ S1qs _ γ1
Since f is a bijection, it suffices to show that fpχ1q “ fpγ1q. Let A P fpχ1q. We
haveA R r
Ž
XPS2
pppredpXqq´S2qs (since fpχ1q Ď S2). ButA P r
Ž
XPS2
pppredpXqq´
S2qs _ fpγ1q ñ A P fpγ1q, and hence, fpχ1q Ď fpγ1q. Similarly, fpγ1q Ď fpχ1q,
which completes the proof. 
Proposition 3.8 builds on Lemma 3.6 to associate a large set of intervals with
any interval for which the span of the top is a true subset of N :
Proposition 3.8. Given two antichains χ1 ď χ in AN such that N ´Yχ ­“ H.
All intervals of the form rptAubχ1q_ppredpAqbχq, tAubχs where A Ď N´Yχ,
are isomorphic to rχ1, χs.
Proof Let α “ ptAu b χ1q _ ppredpAq b χq and β “ tAu b χ. Any element
X P Prα,βs must be a subset of one of the elements of β, so let X Ď AYB with
B P χ. If A Ę X , then X Ď A1 Y B for some A1 P predpAq and α _ tXu “ α,
so that X R Prα,βs. So, Prα,βs satisfies the condition of Lemma 3.6, and it is
isomorphic to the poset tX ´A|X P Prα,βsu. We now find
Prα,βs “ tAY C|DB P χ : C Ď B and EB
1 P χ1 : C Ď B1u and
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tX ´A|X P Prα,βsu “ tC|DB P χ : C Ď B and EB
1 P χ1 : C Ď B1u “ Prχ1,χs
Since isomorphic posets span isomorphic intervals (Proposition 3.7), this com-
pletes the proof. 
4. Interval Decomposition
This section presents two techniques for the decomposition of intervals. In a
first subsection, we use unique decomposition of antichains as the join of two or
more other antichains. In the second subsection, we study partitions intervals
as the union of disjoint intervals.
4.1. Decomposition of an Interval as a Direct Join
Definition Let rα1, β1s and rα2, β2s be any two intervals of antichains. Their
join, denoted rα1, β1s _ rα2, β2s, is given by
rα1, β1s _ rα2, β2s “ tχ|χ “ χ1 _ χ2 for some χi P rαi, βisu
It is easy to show that rα1, β1s_rα2, β2s “ rα1_α2, β1_β2s. The join rα1, β1s_
rα2, β2s is called a direct join, and is denoted as rα1, β1s > rα2, β2s, if the
decomposition for each χ “ χ1 _ χ2 is always unique.
Proposition 4.1 shows how interval posets can be decomposed if the respec-
tive constituents are incomparable.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that S1 and S2 are two interval posets such that no
two sets X1 P S1 and X2 P S2 are in a subset/superset relationship. Then the
poset S1 Y S2 is an interval poset, and we have IS1YS2 “ IS1 > IS2 .
Proof To show condition [*] of Theorem 3.5 holds, let A,B P S1 Y S2, and
suppose A Ď C Ď B. We must show C P S1 Y S2. Since A Ď B, both A and
B must be in the same Si. It follows (by condition [*]) that C P Si, and hence
C P S1 Y S2. 
The next theorem allows decompositions of intervals as direct joins. Its proof
uses the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.2. For any antichains β and δ, if tXu ­ď β, then
X P δ ô X P β _ δ
Proof This follows directly from Proposition 2.2piq. 
Theorem 4.3. Let α, ν1, ν2 be any antichains such that ν1 ^ ν2 ď α ď ν1 _ ν2.
Then the interval rα, ν1 _ ν2s has the following direct-join decompositions:
rα, ν1 _ ν2s “ rα, α_ ν1s6 rα, α_ ν2s “ rα^ ν1, ν1s6 rα^ ν2, ν2s
Proof (i) Show rα, ν1 _ ν2s “ rα, α_ ν1s _ rα, α_ ν2s.
Suppose χ P rα, ν1 _ ν2s, and let χi “ pχ^ νiq _ α, i “ 1, 2. Then
χ1 _ χ2 “ rpχ^ ν1q _ αs _ rpχ^ ν2q _ αs
“ pχ^ ν1q _ pχ^ ν2q _ α
“ rχ^ pν1 _ ν2qs _ α
“ χ_ α “ χ
Moreover, χi “ α_ pχ^ νiq ď α_ νi, and hence, χi P rα, α_ νis, i “ 1, 2,
which shows rα, ν1_ν2s Ď rα, α_ν1s_rα, α_ν2s. For the reverse inclusion,
we have
χ P rα, α_ νis ñ α ď χ ď α_ νi ñ α ď χ ď ν1 _ ν2 ñ χ P rα, ν1 _ ν2s
which completes the proof of (i).
(ii) Show that the join is a direct join by establishing uniqueness.
Suppose χ1 _ χ2 “ γ1 _ γ2, where χi, γi P rα, α _ νis, i “ 1, 2. We must
show χi “ γi, i “ 1, 2.
Let X P χ1. We must show X P γ1.
Case 1: tXu ­ď α.
Then tXu ­ď χ2, since otherwise,
tXu ď χ1 ^ χ2 ď pα_ ν1q ^ pα_ ν2q “ α_ pν1 ^ ν2q “ α
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which would contradict the hypothesis of Case 1. Thus, by Lemma 4.2, X P
χ1 _ χ2 “ γ1 _ γ2. But χ1 ^ γ2 ď α (arguing as above), and hence, tXu ­ď γ2.
It follows that X P γ1, by Lemma 4.2.
Case 2: tXu ď α.
Then X Ď Y for some Y P α and Y Ď Z for some Z P χ1 (since α ď χ1).
Since χ1 is an antichain, it follows that X “ Y “ Z and hence X P α. Since
α ď γ1, X Ď C for some C P γ1. If X “ C then X P γ1, which would com-
plete Case 2. If X Ĺ C, then tCu ­ď χ1 (since χ1 is an antichain). Moreover,
since tCu ď γ1 _ γ2 “ χ1 _ χ2, we have tCu ď χ2 (by Lemma 4.2). Thus,
X Ĺ C Ď D for some D P α, which contradicts the antichain property. This
shows that X “ C, and hence X P γ1, which completes the proof that χ1 Ď γ1.
The three other subset inclusions, γ1 Ď χ1, χ2 Ď γ2, and γ2 Ď χ2 follow by
similar arguments.
A similar argument can be used to show
rα, ν1 _ ν2s “ rα^ ν1, ν1s6 rα^ ν2, ν2s
which completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
4.2. Partitioning an Interval into Disjoint Intervals
Definition For any antichain χ P AN , let qχ, called the largest nondominat-
ing antichain of χ, denote the largest antichain with the property that none
of its elements is a superset of any element in χ. Observe that the set of all
such antichains, tα P AN |@X P χ, tXu ­ď αu, is closed under the join operator,
and hence, has a largest element.
Proposition 4.4. @A Ď N, }tAu “ tN ´ tau|a P Au.
Proof Suppose X P}tAu. By definition, A Ę X , which implies X Ď N´tau for
some a P A. Thus,}tAu ď tN ´ tau|a P Au. Conversely, if X P tN ´ tau|a P Au,
then A Ę X , which implies tN ´ tau|a P Au ď }tAu (since }tAu is the largest
antichain with that property). 
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Lemma 4.5. Let α, χ P AN , where χ Ď α. For each antichain σ P rχ, ­pα´ χqs,
χ “ pσ ^ αq X α.
Proof Since χ ď σ and χ Ď α, we have χ “ χ^ α ď σ ^ α ď pσ ^ αq X α. To
establish the reverse inequality, suppose that A P pσ ^ αq X α. Then tAu ď σ
and A P α, and since σ P rχ, ­pα´ χqs, we have tAu ď ­pα´ χq. It follows that
A P χ, since otherwise, A P α´ χ would contradict the definition of ­pα ´ χq. 
Theorem 4.6. For any antichain α P AN ,
AN “
ď
χĎα
rχ, ­pα´ χqs
where the intervals are pairwise disjoint.
Proof The pairwise disjoint property follows from Lemma 4.5. For the set
equality, it suffices to show AN Ď
Ť
χĎαrχ,
­pα´ χqs. Suppose that σ P AN , and
let χ “ pσ ^αq Xα. Clearly, χ ď σ. To show σ ď ­pα´ χq, we first show that σ
does not dominate any set in α´χ, i.e., A P α´χ ùñ tAu ­ď σ. Let A P α´χ,
and suppose that tAu ď σ. Since A P α, we have tAu ď σ ^ α, which implies
that A Ď B for some B P σ ^ α. But σ ^ α ď α ùñ B Ď C for some C P α,
and hence, A Ď B Ď C, where A,C P α. Since α is an antichain, we must have
A “ B “ C. Thus, A P σ ^ α, which implies A P χ, a contradiction, showing
that σ does not dominate any set in α ´ χ. It follows that σ ď ­pα´ χq (since
­pα´ χq is the largest antichain have the non-dominating property), and hence,
σ P rχ, ­pα´ χqs, which establishes the set equality and completes the proof of
the theorem. 
Corollary 4.7. For any γ P rα, βs, we have
rα, βs “
ď
χĎγ
rα_ χ, β ^ ­pγ ´ χqs
where the intervals are pairwise disjoint.
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Proof By Theorem 4.6 and Proposition 3.1, we have
rα, βs “ AN X rα, βs
“ p
ď
χĎγ
rχ, ­pγ ´ χqsq X rα, βs
“
ď
χĎγ
prχ, ­pγ ´ χqs X rα, βsq
“
ď
χĎγ
rα_ χ, β ^ ­pγ ´ χqs

In [4, 5], the direct product operator (defined in Section 2) was used to
decompose An in terms of As and At with s` t “ n. Here we give an alternate
proof based on interval posets.
Lemma 4.8. Let χ P AN and let N1 Y N2 “ N “ t1, 2, . . . , nu be a partition
of N . Then
χ P rα1 _ α2, α1  α2s
where αi “ χ^ tNiu, i “ 1, 2.
Proof α1 ď χ and α2 ď χ ñ α1 _ α2 ď χ. To show χ ď α1  α2, let A P χ.
We have A “ A1 YA2, where Ai “ AXNi, i “ 1, 2.
tA1u “ tAXN1u ď tAu ď χ and tAXN1u ď tN1u
ñ tA1u ď χ^ tN1u “ α1
ñ DB1 P α1 s.t. A1 Ď B1
By the same argument, DB2 P α2 s.t. A2 Ď B2. We have B “ B1YB2 P α1α2,
and hence, A “ A1YA2 Ď B1YB2 “ B P α1α2, which shows that χ ď α1α2,
and completes the proof of the lemma. 
Note that α b β is the largest antichain χ for which χ ^ tYαu “ α and
χ^ tYβu “ β, while α_ β is the smallest antichain with those properties.
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Theorem 4.9. Let tN1, N2u be a partition of N “ t1, 2, . . . , nu. Then
AN “ trK,Ksu Y
ď
α1PAN1´tKu
α2PAN2´tKu
rα1 _ α2, α1 b α2s
where the intervals are pairwise disjoint.
Proof By Lemma 4.8, AN is the union of the intervals. To show that the
intervals are pairwise disjoint, let χ P rα1_α2, α1bα2sXrβ1_β2, β1bβ2s, where
χ ­“ K and αi, βi P ANi ´ tKu, i “ 1, 2. The case χ “ K is covered by noticing
that rK,Ks is disjoint from the other intervals in the collection. Let A1 P α1.
Since α1 ď α1_α2 ď χ, A Ď X for some X P χ. But χ ď β1β2 s.t. X Ď B for
some B P β1  β2. Since A1 Ď N1, we have A1 Ď X XN1 Ď B XN1 “ B1 P β1,
which shows that α1 ď β1. Reversing the roles of α and β in the argument
above, we have β1 ď α1, and hence, α1 “ β1. Similarly, α2 “ β2, which shows
that the two intervals are the same interval, and completes the proof. 
5. Induced Decomposition
In this section, the size of the sets in an antichain is used to derive de-
compositions and expressions for the size of (intervals in) AN . An efficient
powers-of-two formula for the size of an interval is established in Theorem 5.7.
Our guiding principle is the size of the sets in antichains. The counting
strategy in this section is based on a certain type of decomposition in which
each antichain in rα, βs is expressed as the join of α with the joins of uniform
antichains in Prα,βs.
Definition A uniform antichain is an antichain whose elements (subsets of
N) all have the same size. If that common size equals l, it is called l-uniform.
Let P lrα,βs denote the set of all subsets in Prα,βs of size l, i.e.,
P lrα,βs “ tX P Prα,βs||X | “ lu
We will refer to l as the level of the uniform antichain. Observe that P lrα,βs and
each of its subsets are the l-uniform antichains in Prα,βs.
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The following two properties are immediate consequences of the definitions.
Proposition 5.1. If γ and δ are l-uniform antichains, for some l, then
piq γ ď δ ô γ Ď δ
piiq γ _ δ “ γ Y δ
Proposition 5.2. For two antichains α ď β, any antichain χ P rα, βs can be
decomposed as
χ “ α_ χm _ . . . χM
where χi P P irα,βs and m and M are the sizes of the smallest and largest sets in
Prα,βs, respectively.
Proof By Proposition 3.3, each antichain χ P rα, βs can be written as χ “
α_χ1, where χ1 is an antichain in Prα,βs. We can then express χ1 as the join of
uniform antichains in Prα,βs. In particular, if m is the size of the smallest subset
in Prα,βs andM is the size of the largest, then χ
1 “ χm_χm`1_. . ._χM , where
χi “ χ1XP irα,βs, i “ m. . .M . Thus, each antichain in rα, βs can be decomposed
as α_ χm _ . . ._ χM , where χi Ď P irα,βs (possibly empty), i “ m. . .M . 
This decomposition is not unique, as the following example illustrates.
Example if α “ tt1uu, β “ tt1, 2, 3uu and χ “ tt1u, t2, 3uu P rα, βs, we have
χ “ α_ tt2, 3uu
“ α_ tt2uu _ tt2, 3uu
“ α_ tt2u, t3uu _ tt2, 3uu
Each of these decompositions is in the form α _ χ1 _ χ2, with χ2 “ tt2, 3uu
and χ1 “ tu, χ1 “ tt2uu, or χ1 “ tt2u, t3uu respectively. Notice that in the
last decomposition, χ1 contains both of the subsets of the one set in χ2. If we
require our decomposition to contain all such redundancies, our decomposition
will be unique, as will be shown in Theorem 5.5.
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Definition For an l-uniform antichain χ Ď Prα,βs, we let
χ´ “
ď
XPχ
ppredpXq X Prα,βsq and χ
` “ tX P P l`1rα,βs|predpXq X Prα,βs Ď χu
By convention, for rα, βs “ rK,Js, K´ “ tHu´ “ K, and K` “ tHu.
Note that χ´ ď χ and pχ´q` ď χ.
Proposition 5.3. The following properties hold for any two uniform antichains
δ Ď P lrα,βs and γ Ď P
l`1
rα,βs.
(i) γ Ď δ` ô γ´ Ď δ
(ii) pδ´q` Ď δ
(iii) pδ`q´ Ď δ
(iv) γ Ď δ` ñ γ` Ď δ``
(v) γ´ Ď δ ñ γ´´ Ď δ´
Proof (i) Let γ Ď δ` and A P γ´. We must show A P δ. Since A P γ´ “Ť
XPγppredpXq X Prα,βsq, we have A P predpXq X Prα,βs for some X P γ.
But γ Ď δ` ñ X P δ` “ tX P P l`1rα,βs|predpXq X Prα,βs Ď δu ñ A P δ
establishing γ Ď δ` ñ γ´ Ď δ.
Let γ´ Ď δ and A P γ. We must show A P δ`. Since A P γ ñ predpAq X
Prα,βs Ď γ´ Ď δ. Since δ` “ tX P P l`1|predpXq X Prα,βs Ď δu it follows
A P δ` establishing γ Ď δ` ð γ´ Ď δ and completing the proof of (i).
(ii) Suppose that A P pγ´q`. Then A P tX P P lrα,βs|predpXq X Prα,βs Ď γ
´u.
Then A P P lrα,βs and predpAq X Prα,βs Ď γ
´. But γ´ “
Ť
XPγppredpXq X
Prα,βsq. If A R γ, then predpAq X Prα,βs Ę γ´, a contradiction. Thus
A P γ, completing the proof of (ii).
(iii) Let ρ “ δ`. Then ρ Ď δ` and by (i), ρ´ Ď δ. Thus, pδ`q´ Ď δ.
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(iv) Suppose γ Ď δ` and let A P γ`. By definition of the pq` operator, A P
tX P P l`2rα,βs|predpXq XPrα,βs Ď γu, and hence A P tX P P
l`2
rα,βs|predpXq X
Prα,βs Ď δ`u “ δ``. Thus, γ` Ď δ``.
(v) This follows from (i) and (iv).

Corollary 5.4. For any two uniform antichains δ Ď P lrα,βs and γ Ď P
l`j
rα,βs:
piq γ Ď δ` ñ γ`j Ď δ`pj`1q
piiq γ´ Ď δ ñ γ`pj´1q Ď δ`j
Proof Assertion piq follows by repeated applications of Proposition 5.3pivq, and
Assertion piiq follows from Proposition 5.3piq and Assertion piq. 
As we observed in the previous example, the non-uniqueness of the decom-
position resulted from being able to vary the redundancies appearing in one or
more of the χi’s. The following theorem establishes uniqueness by imposing the
condition χ´i`1 Ď χi, which forces all possible redundancies with respect to χi`1
to appear in χi.
For the remainder of this paper, m and M will denote the size of the smallest
and the largest subsets in Prα,βs.
Theorem 5.5. For each χ P rα, βs, there is exactly one decomposition of the
form χ “ α_ χm _ . . ._ χM , where χ´i`1 Ď χi Ď P
i
rα,βs, for i “ m, . . . ,M ´ 1.
Proof Let χ P rα, βs and consider α_ χm _ . . ._ χM , where
χi “ rpχ´αqXP irα,βssYχ
´
i`1, for i “ m, . . . ,M´1. The definition of χi implies
χ “ α _ χm _ . . . _ χM and χ´i`1 Ď χi Ď P
i
rα,βs. It remains to show that this
decomposition is unique.
Suppose α_χm_. . ._χM “ α_γm_. . ._γM are two decompositions of the
antichain χ, where χi Ď P irα,βs and γi Ď P
i
rα,βs, i “ m, . . . ,M , and χ
´
i`1 Ď χi
and γ´i`1 Ď γi, i “ m, . . . ,M ´ 1. We must show χi “ γi, i “ m, . . . ,M .
Since M is the size of the largest subset appearing in any antichain in rα, βs,
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every subset appearing in χM must appear in γM and vice versa, otherwise,
the two decompositions would not be equal. Thus, χM “ γM . To show that
χM´1 “ γM´1, let A P χM´1. Since α_ χm _ . . ._ χM “ α _ γm _ . . ._ γM ,
A Ď B for some B P α _ γm _ . . . _ γM . If A “ B, then A P γM´1. If A Ĺ B,
then |B| “ M and B P γM . Thus A P predpBq Ď γ´M Ď γM´1, which shows
that χM´1 Ď γM´1. A symmetric argument shows the reverse subset relation,
and hence, χM´1 “ γM´1.
Continuing in this way, one can show χi “ γi for all i, thereby establishing
uniqueness. 
The following example illustrates how we can use Theorem 5.5 to calculate
the size of an interval. Observe that the condition χi`1 Ď χ`i implies χ
`
i`1 Ď
χ``i by Proposition 5.3pivq.
Example Let α “ tt1uu and β “ tt1, 2, 3uu. Then
Prα,βs “ tt2u, t3u, t1, 2u, t1, 3u, t2, 3u, t1, 2, 3uu, with m “ 1 and M “ 3.
By Theorem 5.5, |rα, βs| equals the number of ways we can form the join α _
χ1 _ χ2 _ χ3 such that χi Ď Prα,βs and χ
´
i`1 Ď χi for i “ 1, 2. Note that
χ´i`1 Ď χi ñ χ
´´
i`1 Ď χ
´
i so that we have χ
´´
3
Ď χ1. There are two choices for
χ3: χ3 “ tu or χ3 “ tt1, 2, 3uu. If χ3 “ tu, then we have χ´3 “ χ
´´
3
“ tu, which
does not impose any condition on χ1 and χ2. There are four possible choices
for χ1, and for each, we have the following possibilities for χ2:
• χ1 “ tu, χ´2 Ď χ1 ñ χ2 “ tu, 1 possibility
• χ1 “ tt2uu, χ´2 Ď χ1 ñ χ2 Ď tt1, 2uu, 2 possibilities
• χ1 “ tt3uu, χ´2 Ď χ1 ñ χ2 Ď tt1, 3uu, 2 possibilities
• χ1 “ tt2u, t3uu, χ´2 Ď χ1 ñ χ2 Ď tt1, 3u, t1, 2u, t2, 3uu, 8 possibiillties
If χ3 “ tt1, 2, 3uu, then χ´3 “ tt1, 2u, t1, 3u, t2, 3uu, χ
´´
3
“ tt2u, t3uu, which
forces χ1 “ tt2u, t3uu and χ2 “ tt1, 2u, t1, 3u, t2, 3uu. Thus, we have a total of
1` 2` 2` 8` 1 possibilities, and hence, |rα, βs| “ 14.
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The next result is a key element for the main counting result of this section.
Lemma 5.6. In the construction of a decomposition α_χm _ . . ._ χM , if the
choices for χi and χi`2 have been made, then the number of possible choices for
χi`1 equals 2
|χ`
i
|´|χ´
i`2|.
Proof If χi is fixed, the condition χ
´
i`1 Ď χi implies (by Proposition 5.3(i))
χi`1 Ď χ`i . With the condition χ
´
i`2 Ď χi`1 we arrive at χ
´
i`2 Ď χi`1 Ď χ
`
i
leaving exactly 2|χ
`
i
|´|χ´
i`2| possibilities for χi`1. 
Theorem 5.7. Let r “ tM´m
2
u and ∆ “ pM´mqmod 2. We have the following
two ways of calculating |rα, βs|:
piq |rα, βs| “
ÿ
χMĎPMrα,βs
ÿ
χ
´´
M
ĎχM´2
. . .
ÿ
χ
´´
M´2r`2ĎχM´2r
2
řr´1
i“0 p|χ
`
M´2i´2|´|χ
´
M´2i|q`∆˚p|P
m
rα,βs|´|χ
´
m`1|q
piiq |rα, βs| “
ÿ
χM´1ĎP
M´1
rα,βs
ÿ
χ
´´
M´1ĎχM´3
. . .
ÿ
χ
´´
M´2r`3ĎχM´2r`1
2|χ
`
M´1|`|
řr´1
i“1 p|χ
`
M´1´2i|´|χ
´
M`1´2i|q`p1´∆q˚p|P
m
rα,βs|´|χ
´
m`1|q
Proof piq For each choice of χM´2i, i “ 0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1, the number of choices
for χM´2i´1 equals 2
|χ`
M´2i´2|´|χ
´
M´2i| by Lemma 5.6. It follows that the total
number of choices for any such χM´2i´1 equals
2
řr´1
i“0 |χ
`
M´2i´2|´|χ
´
M´2i|
The quantity ∆ accounts for the extra term that occurs when M ´m is odd.
Equation piiq follows by the same argument. 
Theorem 5.7 is illustrated in Algorithms 1 and 2. It enables us to compute
the size of any interval efficiently by summing over half of the uniform-antichain
levels only. Moreover, the two formulas provide flexibility in approaching various
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problems. For example, when computing the size of A6, the size of P
3
A6
is 20
with 220 subsets. Formula 5.7(i) sums over subsets of P6
A6
,P4
A6
,P2
A6
and P0
A6
,
avoiding the largest level P3
A6
. In this case, the range-sizes for the sums in
formula 5.7(i) are always less than 2p
6
2q “ 215. In general, when computing the
size of an interval, avoiding the largest level leads to a more efficient computation
and motivates the choice between 5.7(i) or 5.7(ii).
Algorithm 1 Compute the size of an interval rα, βs following Theorem 5.7
if (Algorithm 5.7piq is the most efficient option) then
{Compute the size using Theorem 5.7piq.}
SumÐ 0
for χM Ď PMrα,βs do
SumÐ Sum`NumberAntiChainspχMq
{NumberAntiChainspχMq is the number of antichains γ such that the
sizes of the sets in γ are ďM and γ X PMrα,βs ““ χM .}
end for
return Sum
else
{Compute the size using Theorem 5.7piiq.}
SumÐ 0
for χM´1 Ď PM´1rα,βs do
SumÐ Sum` 2|χ
`
M´1| ˚NumberAntiChainspχM´1q
end for
return Sum
end if
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Algorithm 2 NumberAntiChains(χl)
Input m ď l ďM ; χl Ď P lrα,βs
if l ““ m then
return 1
end if
if l ““ m` 1 then
return 2|P
m
rα,βs|´|χ
´
l
|
end if
SumÐ 0
for χl´2 Ě χ´´l do
SumÐ Sum` 2|χ
`
l´2|´|χ
´
l
| ˚NumberAntiChainspχl´2q
end for
return Sum
Lemma 5.8. Let χ “ α _ χm _ . . . _ χM be the decomposition of χ P rα, βs,
specified by Theorem 5.5. If tAu ď χi for some i, and |A| “ l, then tAu ď α or
A P χl.
Proof Since tAu ď χi, we have α _ tAu P rα, βs, and by definition of Prα,βs,
either tAu ď α (in which case we are done) or A P Prα,βs. To complete the proof
for the latter case, we must show that A P χl. We have A Ď B for some B P χi
(since tAu ď χi). If A “ B, then i “ l, and we are done. Otherwise, A “ B ´
tb1, b2, . . . , bi´lu where tb1, b2, . . . , bi´lu Ď B. Thus, A Ď B´tb1, b2, . . . , bku Ď B
for k “ 1, . . . , i ´ l, where A P Prα,βs and also B P Prα,βs (since B P χi). By
Theorem 3.5, the subsets B´tb1u, B´tb1, b2u, . . . , B´tb1, b2, . . . , bi´lu are all
elements in Prα,βs, and by definition of the pq´ operator, B ´ tb1u P χ
´
i . But
χ´i Ď χi´1, and hence, B´tb1u P χi´1. Similarly, B´tb1, b2, . . . , bku P χi´k for
k “ 1, . . . , i ´ l. In particular, A “ B ´ tb1, b2, . . . , bi´lu P χl, which concludes
the proof. 
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Proposition 5.9. Let χ “ α _ χm _ . . . χM and γ “ α _ γm _ . . . γM be the
decompositions specified by Theorem 5.5 of two antichains χ, γ P rα, βs. Then
χ^ γ “ α_ pχm X γmq _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ pχM X γM q
Proof Using the distributive property and the inequalities α ď χ and α ď γ,
we have
χ^ γ “ α_
ł
i,jPtm,...,Mu
pχi ^ γjq
To complete the proof, we must show
α_
ł
i,jPtm,...,Mu
pχi ^ γjq “ α_
ł
lPtm,...,Mu
pχl X γlq
The inequality ě is immediate from the definitions. To establish the reverse
inequality, it suffices to show that for all i ­“ j, χi ^ γj ď α_ pχl X γlq for some
l,m ď l ďM . Without loss of generality, we may assume i ă j.
Suppose X P χi ^ γj . By Proposition 2.2, X “ A X B for some A P χi
and B P γj , with |A| “ i ă j “ |B|. It follows that tA X Bu ď tAu ď χi and
tA X Bu ď tBu ď γj . Thus, by Lemma 5.8, tA X Bu ď α or A X B P χl X γl,
which shows that χi ^ γj ď α_ pχl X γlq, and completes the proof. 
Corollary 5.10. Let χ “ α _ χm _ . . . χM and γ “ α _ γm _ . . . γM be the
unique decompositions specified by Theorem 5.5 of two antichains χ, γ P rα, βs.
If χ ď γ, then χi Ď γi for all i “ m, . . . ,M .
Proof If χ ď γ, then χ “ χ^ γ, and by Proposition 5.9,
χ “ α_ pχm X γmq _ . . ._ pχM X γmq
Theorem 5.5 implies χi “ χi X γi, i “ m, . . . ,M , and hence, χi Ď γi 
Theorem 5.7 shows how to sum over all possible choices for χm, χm`2, . . .
given a set of choices for χm`1, χm`3, . . .. One can consider other sets of such
choices. For example, if m ă k ă M , we could consider all possible choices for
χk, and for each such choice compute the number of antichains χ P rα, βs.
We now prove a proposition that leads to a generalization of Theorem 5.7.
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Proposition 5.11. Let χ be any antichain in the interval I “ rα, βs. For each
k, m ă k ăM , χk is the k-uniform antichain in the decomposition of χ specified
by Theorem 5.5 if and only if
χ P rα_ χk, α_ PmI _ . . ._ P
k´1
I _ χk _ χ
`
k _ . . ._ χ
`pM´kq
k s
Proof (ñ) Suppose χ “ α_ χm _ . . ._ χM is the decomposition specified by
Theorem 5.5, and consider any k, m ă k ă M . The inequality α _ χk ď χ is
immediate. The inequality
α_χm_. . ._χk´1_χk_χk`1_. . . χM ď α_PmI _. . ._P
k´1
I _χk_χ
`
k _. . ._χ
`pM´kq
k
follows directly from the condition χ´i`1 Ď χi Ď P
i
I , i “ m, . . . ,M ´ 1, Proposi-
tion 5.3piq, and repeated applications of Proposition 5.3pivq.
(ð) Suppose χ P rα_ ρk, α_ PmI _ . . ._ P
k´1
I _ ρk _ ρ
`
k _ . . ._ ρ
`pM´kq
k s,
where ρk Ď PkI for some k, m ă k ă M , and let χ “ α _ χm _ . . . _ χM be
its decomposition specified by Theorem 5.5. We must show χk “ ρk. First, we
have
α_χm_. . ._χk_χk`1_. . ._χM “ χ ď α_PmI _. . ._P
k´1
I _ρk_ρ
`
k _. . ._ρ
`pM´kq
k
and hence, by Corollary 5.10, χk Ď ρk. To establish the reverse inclusion,
consider the antichain α _ ρk. Using its decomposition specified by Theorem
5.5, we have
α_ ρ´pk´mqk _ . . ._ ρ
´
k _ ρk “ α_ ρk ď χ “ α_ χm _ . . ._ χk _ . . ._ χM
Thus, ρk Ď χk by Corollary 5.10. 
Lemma 5.12. If χk Ď Pkrα,βs, then
pα_ Pmrα,βs _ . . .P
k´1
rα,βs _ χkq ^ pα_ χk _ χ
`
k _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ χ
`pM´kq
k q “ α_ χk
Proof By Theorem 5.5 and the definitions of the pq´ and pq` operators, we
have
α_χk_χ`k _¨ ¨ ¨_χ
`pM´kq
k “ α_χ
´pk´mq
k _¨ ¨ ¨_χ
´
k _χk_χ
`
k _¨ ¨ ¨_χ
`pM´kq
k
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and hence, by Proposition 5.9,
pα_ Pmrα,βs _ . . . _ P
k´1
rα,βs _ χkq ^ pα_ χk _ χ
`
k _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ χ
`pM´kq
k q
“ α_ pPmrα,βs X χ
´pk´mq
k q _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ pP
k´1
rα,βs X χ
´
k q _ pχk X χkq
“ α_ χ´pk´mqk _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ χ
´
k _ χk
“ α_ χk

Theorem 5.13. Let m ă k ăM . We have
|rα, βs| “
ÿ
χkĎPkrα,βs
|rα_χk, α_Pmrα,βs_. . .P
k´1
rα,βs_χks|.|rα_χk, α_χk_χ
`
k _. . ._χ
`pM´kq
k s|
Proof By Proposition 5.11, the set of antichains in rα, βs for which χk “ ρk Ď
Pkrα,βs is given by
rα_ ρk, α_ Pmrα,βs _ . . .P
k´1
rα,βs _ ρk _ ρ
`
k _ . . ._ ρ
`pM´kq
k s. (1)
Moreover, these intervals form a partition of rα, βs, and we have
|rα, βs| “
ÿ
χkĎPkrα,βs
|rα_ χk, α_ Pmrα,βs _ . . .P
k´1
rα,βs _ χk _ χ
`
k . . ._ χ
`pM´kq
k s|.
Lemma 5.12 and Theorem 4.3 imply
rα_ χk, α_ Pmrα,βs _ . . .P
k´1
rα,βs _ χk _ χ
`
k . . ._ χ
`pM´kq
k s
“ rα_χk, α_Pmrα,βs_ . . .P
k´1
rα,βs_χks6 rα_χk, α_χk_χ
`
k . . ._χ
`pM´kq
k s
and the result follows. 
Lemma 5.14. Let I “ rα_χk, α_χk_χ`k . . ._χ
`pM´kq
k s, where χk Ď P
k
rα,βs,
for some k P tm` 1, . . . ,M ´ 1u. Then P lI “ χ
`pl´kq
k , for l “ k ` 1, . . . ,M .
Proof Suppose X P χ`pl´kqk . Then |X | “ k ` l ´ k “ l and tXu ď α _ χk _
χ`k _ . . . _ χ
`pl´kq
k _ . . . _ χ
`pM´kq
k . Moreover, since X P Prα,βs and |X | ą k
we have α_ tXu ą α and χk _ tXu ą χk, and hence, α_ χk _ tXu ą α_ χk.
Thus, X P P lI , which shows that χ
`pl´kq
k Ď P
l
I .
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Now suppose X P P lI . By definition, we have tXu ­ď α _ χk and tXu ď
α _ χk _ χ`k _ . . . _ χ
`pM´kq
k . Moreover, since |X | “ l, tXu ­ď χ
`pi´kq
k for all
i ă l. It follows that tXu ď χ`pl´kqk _ . . . _ χ
`pM´kq, and hence, X Ď Y for
some Y P χ`pi´kqk , where l ď i ďM . Among all such Y
1s, let Y ˚ be a minimal
one. We have X,Y ˚ P PI . If X Ĺ Y ˚, then X Ď Y ˚ ´ tyu for some y P Y ˚.
Since X,Y ˚ P PI , Theorem 3.5 implies that Y ˚ ´ tyu P PI , and by definition
of the pq´ operator and Proposition 5.3piiiq, Y ˚ ´ tyu P χ`pi´kq´k “ χ
`pi´1´kq
k ,
which would contradict the minimality of Y ˚. Therefore, X “ Y ˚, which shows
that X P χ`pl´kqk and completes the proof. 
Notation Let k1, . . . , kt be any t integers such that m ă k1 ă k2 ă . . . ă kt ă
M , and let χkj Ď P
kj
rα,βs, j “ 1, . . . , t.
piq Bk1 denotes the interval rα_ χk1 , α_ P
m
rα,βs _ . . ._ P
k1´1
rα,βs _ χk1 s.
piiq Ik1 “ rα_ χk1 , α_ χk1 _ χ
`
k1
_ . . ._ χ`pM´k1qk1 s
piiq Ikj , j “ 2, . . . , t denotes the interval
rα_χk1 _ . . ._χkj , α_χk1 _χk2 _ . . ._χkj _χ
`
kj´1
_ . . ._χpkj´kj´1´1qkj´1 s
Corollary 5.15. Let m ă k1 ă k2 ă . . . ă kt ăM . We have
|rα, βs| “
ÿ
χ
k1
ĎP
k1
rα,βs
|Bk1 |
ÿ
χk2Ďχ
`pk2´k1q
k1
|Ik´2|
ÿ
χk3Ďχ
`pk3´k2q
k2
|Ik´3| . . .
ÿ
χktĎχ
`pkt´kt´1q
kt´1
|Ikt |
Proof By Theorem 5.13 we have
|rα, βs| “
ÿ
χk1ĎP
k1
rα,βs
|Bk1 |.|Ik1 |
Now apply Theorem 5.13 to the interval Ik1 “ rα _ χk1 , α _ χk1 _ χ
`
k1
_ . . ._
χ
`pM´k1q
k1
s, to get
|Ik1 | “
ř
χk2ĎP
k2
I
|rα_ χk1 _ χk2 , α_ χk1 _ χ
`
k1
. . ._ χ`pk2´k1´1qk1 _ χk2 s|.|Ik2 |
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But Lemma 5.14 implies PkI “ χ
`pk´k1q
k1
for any k, k1 ă k ď k2, and hence
|Ik1 | “
ř
χk2Ďχ
`pk2´k1q
k1
|rα_ χk1 _ χk2 , α_ χk1 _ χ
`
k1
. . ._ χ`pk2´k1´1qk1 _ χk2 s|.|Ik2 |
which proves the corollary for t “ 2. Repeated application of Theorem 5.13 on
the intervals Ik2 , . . . , Ikt completes the proof. 
Theorem 5.13 is a generalization of Theorem 5.7 that allows us to efficiently
compute the size of an arbitrary interval by summing over selected levels not
necessarily differing by two. In contrast to Theorem 5.7, the terms in the sum
are not powers of two but products of sizes of intervals. For the size of these
intervals, no closed form is presently known. However, the intervals of the form
Ikp “ rα_ χk1 _ . . . χkp , α_ χk1 _ . . . χkp _ χ
`
kp´1
. . ._ χ`pkp´kp´1´1qkp´1 s
that show up as factors of terms in the expansion of Corollary 5.15, have an in-
teresting structure that becomes apparent through the associated interval poset.
Proposition 5.16. Let m ă k1 ă k2 . . . ă kp ăM , and let
I ” Ikp “ rα_ χk1 _ . . . χkp , α_ χk1 _ . . . χkp _ χ
`
kp´1
. . ._ χ`pkp´kp´1´1qkp´1 s
We have
PI “
ď
kp´1ăkăkp
pχ`pk´kp´1qkp´1 ´ χ
´pkp´kq
kp
q
and
PkI “ χ
`pk´kp´1q
kp´1
´ χ´pkp´kqkp
for kp´1 ă k ă kp.
Proof Since the antichain χ
`pk´kp´1q
kp´1
´ χ´pkp´kqkp is k-uniform for each k, it
suffices to show that PkI “ χ
`pk´kp´1q
kp´1
´ χ´pkp´kqkp for kp´1 ă k ă kp, and
empty otherwise. Let X P PI . From the definition of the interval poset, we
infer that tXu ­ď α _ χk1 _ . . . χkp and tXu ď χ
`
kp´1
_ . . . χ`pkp´kp´1´1q
kpp´1q
.
Now let kp´1 ă |X | “ k ă kp. Notice that PI Ď Prα,βs so that |X | “
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k ñ X P Pkrα,βs. By the definition of pq
`, we now have tXu ď χ`kp´1 _
. . . χ
`pkp´kp´1´1q
kp´1
ñ X P χ`pk´kp´1qkp´1 and, tXu ­ď χp ñ X R χ
`pkp´kq
p and
hence X P χ`pk´kp´1qkp´1 ´ χ
´pkp´kq
kp
. Conversely, we have X P χ`pk´kp´1qkp´1 ñ
|X | ą kp´1 ñ tXu ­ď α _ χk1 _ . . . χkp´1 and X R χ
´pkp´kq
kp
ñ tXu ­ď χp
such that tXu ď χ`kp´1 _ . . . χ
`pkp´kp´1q
kp´1
ñ X P PI and we have proven
kp´1 ă k ă kp ñ PkI “ χ
`pk´kp´1q
kp´1
´ χ´pkp´kqkp .
Now suppose |X | ď kp´1 and X P PI . Since tXu ­ď α _ χk1 _ . . . χkp ñ
tXu ď χ`kp´1 _ . . . χ
`pkp´kp´1´1q
kp´1
and there is a set Y P χ`pk´kp´1qkp´1 , X Ĺ
Y, kp´1 ă k ă kp. Since tXu ­ď χkp Ď χ
`pkp´kp´1q
kp´1
, we have Y P χ`pk´kp´1qkp´1 ´
χ
´pkp´1´kq
kp
and thus Y P PI . As a consequence of Theorem 3.5, X Ď Y ñ
X Ĺ X 1 Ĺ Y,X 1 P PI , |X
1| “ kp´1. But any such set must satisfy tX 1u ď
χ
`pkp´kp´1q
kp´1
ñ X 1 P χkp´1 ñ tXu ď χkp´1 in contradiction with X P PI .
If |X | ě kp and X P PI , then since the maximum size of a set in the top of
the interval is kp (sets in χkp) , we have |X | “ kp and tXu ď χkp which is a
contradiction. This concludes the proof . 
Note that, since χkp Ď χ
`pkp´kp´1q
kp´1
, we always have χ
´pkp´kq
kp
Ď χ`pk´kp´1qkp´1 .
Remark An interesting case of Proposition 5.16 occurs when kp ´ kp´1 “ 2.
In this case, the interval poset is given by
PI “ χ
`
kp´1
´ χ´kp
and the sizes of all sets X P PI are equal to kp´1 ` 1. As a consequence, any
subset of PI is an antichain, and the number of antichains is given by
2|PI | “ 2
|χ`
kp´1
|´|χ´
kp
|
This leads to an alternative proof of Theorem 5.7.
6. Concluding remarks and future work
We studied the structure of the set AN of antichains of subsets of a finite set
N . Key elements in this study are the intervals with respect to a natural partial
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order on AN based on the operators join and meet. We introduced a new opera-
tor, the direct product, and defined the underlying poset of intervals. The direct
product is used in a Cartesian-like, decomposition theorem for general intervals
(4.9). We derived a characterisation for the underlying poset (3.5), and used
it in various expressions for the size of an interval based on unique decomposi-
tons of antichains as joins of uniform antichains (Section 5). The concept of a
largest non-dominating antichain is used in Theorem (4.6), which establishes a
partition of a general interval associated with a general antichain. Finally, we
derived a direct-join decomposition of intervals with a specific structure.
Overall, we have presented a systematic analysis of the interval structure
of AN opening perspectives for coming work. In the past [1, 7, 15] a specific
sum formula for the Dedekind numbers, |AN | in our notation, has been used
to compute the largest cases. The sum formula relies on the sizes of specific
intervals. A description of such sum formulas can be found in [5]. The properties
developed in the present paper allow to derive a range of such sum formulas
which we will study in coming work.
On the structural side, the underlying poset and the direct join decomposi-
tion provide a new perspective for the study of intervals. In particular, isomor-
phism between intervals and reduction of intervals to a canonical form, can be
tackled using these constructs. Such a canonical form would automatically lead
to a canonical form for the antichains which are the borders of the intervals.
Properties of antichains such as connectedness, the fact that two elements
always come together and symmetry under permutation allow recursion formulas
to be derived. So far, we did not come up with families of antichains that can
both be used in a recursion formula and are asymptotically smaller than |AN |.
The properties of intervals are a tool to study such families, and we plan to
continue in this direction.
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